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Using wood as the main construction material is a potential solution to achieve sustainable 

buildings. Previous research has shown that frequencies below 50 Hz are of significant 

importance for the perception of impact sound by residents living in multi-story buildings 

having light weight wooden frameworks. The standards used for impact sound 

measurements today are developed for diffuse fields above 50 Hz. For instance due to 

requirements concerning wall reflections, these methods are not applicable for low 

frequencies within small rooms. To improve measurement methods, it is important to know 

the nature of the full sound distribution in small rooms having wooden joist floors. Here, 

impact sound measurements with microphone arrays are made in two small office rooms 

having the same dimensions. The rooms represent two extremes in design of joist floors; 

one with closely spaced wood joists and the other with widely spaced joists. An impact ball 

is used for excitation the room being measured from the room above. The results show that 

there are significant variations in the sound pressure, especially in the vertical direction. 

Here, measurement techniques of  impact sound in the low frequency range in small rooms 

in wooden buildings are evaluated and potential improvements are proposed.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Impact sound measurements according to ISO 140-7
1
 and ISO 717-2

2
 have been shown to 

give single values that do not correspond well with the user satisfaction in light weight wooden 

buildings
3,4

. The AkuLite
5
 project showed that including frequencies in the range 20-50 Hz 

improves the correlation between impact sound satisfaction and impact sound measurement 

results. The methods according to ISO 140-7 and ISO 717-2, are based on diffuse sound theory 

and are not intended for measurements below 50 Hz in small rooms. According to ISO 140-7 

Annex C – Guidance for measurements in low frequency bands, “At least one room dimension 

should be of one wavelength and another of at least half a wavelength of the lowest band center 

frequencies”. For the 20 Hz band this will imply at least 17 m in one direction and 8.5 m in 

another. This is not fulfilled for most office rooms or bedrooms in apartments for instance.  

In order to identify the nature of impact sound and its distribution it is valuable to have the 

full 3D spatial distribution of the sound pressure as a function of time. Practically this implies 

spatial grid measurements. Simmons
6
 evaluated spatial sampling methods for low frequency 

sound measurements for the general improvement of measurement quality. The study covered 

mainly air borne sound, and included a range of measurement objects. Hopkins
7
 conducted 

interesting and detailed low frequency grid measurements of sound insulation between rooms. 

For instance he suggested that measurements should be taken in corners opposing the sound 

insulating wall, from where the sound comes. The measurements were due to an air borne sound 

source, not impact sound with light weight wooden floors.  

When it comes to impact sound and grid measurements, Yoo
8
 et al made detailed sound 

field analysis of impact sound using an impact ball. The evaluation showed for instance that the 

Korean standard KS F 2810-2 and Japanese standard JIS 1440-2 in general gives low deviation 

errors of average values. The flooring in this case was with and without floating floor, on 

concrete slab with a 62.2 m
3
 receiving room. 

The impact ball (defined in for instance the standard JIS A 1418-2
9
) is used in this study. 

The impact ball complements the tapping machine in the low frequency range. The impact ball 

offers good signal to noise ratio in low frequencies for light weight wooden floors with up to 20 

dB more signal to noise ratio
10

 in the lower frequency range 20 – 30 Hz compared to the tapping 

machine. It offers also excitation characteristics more similar to human feet excitation
11,12

, 

compared to for instance the tapping machine. 

Here is the sound level norm according to for instance standard ISO 10140-3
13,14

, for impact 

ball is used. I.e. the average of the Maximum Fast weighted (125 ms), linear (Z) levels (dB ref. 

20μPa) denoted LZF,Max, gives the sound pressure level value. Maximum levels are given for 

each 1/3 octave. The measurements are corrected for background noise. The results are not 

corrected against reverberation time; due to it is not a steady state measurement. The principle is 

that the maximum value should not differ in transient measurement even though the 

reverberation after excitation differs. However, there are measurement discrepancies
15

 stemming 

from different reverberation times that motivate corrections also when using an impact ball
16

.  

In this study, the focus is to identify the nature of impact sound in small office rooms, 

having light weight wooden floors which not fulfill the wavelength requirements according to 

ISO 140-7. The measurements here are made in two office rooms in two different buildings 

representing the “extremes” in design of light weight joist floors. The first (M-building) has very 

densely spaced light joists in the flooring. The second (N-building) has sparsely optimized stiff 

T-shaped beams. The M-building´s rooms have fixed walls with light sound absorbing 

suspended ceilings. The rooms in the N-building have light removable walls and heavy 

suspended ceilings. By having virtually all design parameters different in the “extremes” 



between the two test objects except from the rooms’ sizes makes them suitable for analyzes of 

the sound field nature and the potential differences.  

In this study parallel FRF-measurements with impact hammer were made but are not yet 

analyzed, for correlation with impact ball. The potential benefits are that the measurement will 

include a Frequency Response Function (FRF), besides the measured sound insulation. In a 

potential future were simulation of sound insulation is also simulated in let say a design stage, 

FRF may be a suitable common language for analyze, correlate and presenting results of sound 

insulation. By measuring with for instance impact with the tapping machine, this is not possible 

today, since it is not offering any force spectrum of the excitation.  

 

2 MEASUREMENT OBJECT 

 
The office buildings measured in this investigation are within the buildings named M and 

N, located at the Linnæus University in Växjö, Sweden. The M-house was built in 2002 and 
has a wooden joist floor and a few frame parts in steel. The N-building was finished in January 
2011.  

The plan layouts of the buildings do not differ much with respect to the rooms’ sizes and 
mutual room locations but the structural design concepts differ with respect to stiffness, 
separating walls, ceiling and junctions between structural parts.  
The M building office’s joist floor has densely standing plank with straight slice cut outs in the 
middle of the beams as its main load carrying structure. The N house has stiff T shaped joists 
made of laminated veneer lumber (LVL) as its main load carrying structure of the joist floor. 
The principles of the joist floors in buildings M and N are shown in Table 1. In both cases, the 
M and N rooms, the joist floor spans cover the same length as the room lengths. 

The building M ceilings are covered with light suspended 20 mm sound absorbing boards 
and mineral wool between the joists in the ceilings. Building N has 2 x 13 mm gypsum boards 
in the ceilings. The reverberation time requirement for building N is a maximum of 0.6 s 
within in the range 160 – 4000 Hz and a maximum of 0.8 Hz in the 125 Hz 1/3 octave. The 
ceiling in the building M office should fulfill ISO 11654, Class B. Both office rooms are empty 
during the measurements. 

Fig. 1  – Building M has walls going from the floor to the structural ceiling.  Building N has 

walls going up to a suspended ceiling. 



Table 1 – Floor layers build up in buildings M and N, from above and downwards. 

M buiding N building 

Plastic carpet + gypsum board 13 mm + joist 
floor + distance crossbar +  gypsum board 13 
mm + 568 mm airgap + suspended 20 mm sound 
insulation ceiling board. 

Plastic carpet + gypsum board 13 mm + impact 
sound insulation board + joist floor + 13 mm 
gypsum board + 480 - 800 mm airgap + 
suspended ceiling of 2 x 13 mm gypsum boards. 

M buiding joist floor N building joist floor 

Cross section of joist floor in builing M. The 
section shows the cut outs locations on the 
beams. Between the beams there is mineral wool. 
The load carrying beams are 45 x 220 mm 
intersection. 

Josit floor cross section in builing N. Length  of 
spans up to 7.2 m 

M buiding N building 

Connection of non-load carrying walls to the 
joist floor in building M 

Typical joint of endings to beam of joist floors 
in building N.  

 

 

Non load carrying 

inner wall 



3 METHOD 

 

3.1 Measurements 

 

 The ball excitation was made with an impact ball (standard JIS A 1418-2
9
). The signal 

evaluated from each microphone point is the max values using the Fast constant of 125 ms time 

weighing and un-weighted (Z) frequency spectra
13

. Besides some sensitivity tests, the excitation 

was made in the middle of the room above each office being measured. The rooms’ dimensions 

and grid set up are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2 –  Room dimensions and measurement details. 

 Room M Room N 

X - Length of room [m] 4.08 4.075 
Y – Width of room [m] 2.25 2.33 
Z - Height of room [m] 2.7 2.7 

Area [m
2
] 9.18 9.49 

Volume[m
3
] 24.8 25.6 

Grid spacing X 0.30 0.30 
Grid spacing Y 0.29 + 0.25 x 7 + 0.29 0.25 
Grid spacing Z 0.25 + 0.275 x 8 + 0.25 0.25 + 0.275 x 8 + 0.25 

No of grid points X, Y, Z 13, 8, 9 13, 8, 9 
Total No of grid points 936 936 
Number of measurements per grid 
point

1) 
5 5 

First calculated room modes  
Nx Ny  Nz   _   
1 0 0  
0 1 0  
0 0 1  

 

 

41.7 Hz 

75.6 Hz 

63.0 Hz 

 

 

41.7 Hz 

73.0 Hz 

63.0 Hz 

Reverberation time for center 
frequencies [Hz],  RT 60 dB

2) 
 

RT 60 dB
2) 

16 2.9 4.0 

31,5 1.8 1.2 

63 1.2 0.7 

125 1.1 0.8 

250 0.8 0.5 

500 0.9 0.6 
1- Some measurements with unwanted background noise disturbances or obvious abnormalities removed.  

2- Indicative non-standard measurement of reverberation time, made by analyzing band passed impact 

decays. 

 

4 RESULTS 

 

4.1 Signal quality 

 

 The measurements stemming from repeated excitations with 95 % Confidence Intervals (CI 

95%) average for all microphone locations are presented in Fig. 2. 

 



 

 

M-building N-building 

  
Fig. 2 –  Average 95 % confidence interval in dB (dB ref 20μPa), for 5 consecutive excitations 

at the same point for all measurements in buildings M and N with an impact ball. 

 

4.2 Sound fields 

 

 The average results of impact ball measurements are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 3.  

 

Table 3 – Average results and total CI 95% limit values for impact ball measurements. 

 
M N 

LZF,Max 103.0 89.5 

2,5 % CI 100.0 84.9 

97,5 % CI 105.1 92.2 

 

 

Fig. 3 –  The averages of the measurements in all locations within rooms M and N due to 

excitations with an impact ball 
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3D sliced plots of sound fields stemming from excitations using an impact ball are presented 

in Fig 4 a and  Fig 4 b below. In order to increase the visibility of the sound field characteristics, 

the scalings are not normalized. 

 

 

 

  

Fig 4a. – Sound fields in the measured offices within the buildings M and N, given in the octave 

bands of 16, 31.5, 63, Hz. The excitations are made using an impact ball. 

 



 

 
 

 

Fig 5b. – Sound fields in the measured offices within the buildings M and N, given in the octave 

bands of 125, 250 Hz and the total LZF,Max for the range 8-1000 Hz. The excitations are 

made using an impact ball. 

 



  

Fig. 6 –  Average LZF,Max values in intersections of the measured rooms. The left figure shows 

the intersection average level along (X) the room. The right figure shows the average 

LZF,Max  for the interscetion sideways (Y) of the room. 

 

 

Fig. 7 – Average LZF,Max values in intersection surfaces going from a floor up to the ceiling, for 

the M and N offices. The blue lines show the total average level values for each room 

corresponding to intersection averages at 1.2 m height from floors. 

 

4.3 Sampling methods 

 

Simmons
6
 and also Hopkins

7
 are proposing a weighting method based on the highest corner 

sound pressure togheter with the room average as: 

  

 
𝐿𝑝 = 10 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟
2 + 2 ∙ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

2

3 ∙ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
2 ) 

                                      

(1) 
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 In Simmons proposal, 6 samples should be used for precision measurements. Hopkins is 

using sampling according to ISO 140-4 for air borne sound. Here the tests are made with 

Simmons
6
 method with samples having minimum 0.5 m from walls and the range 0.5 - 1.5 above 

the floors. The corner positions were aiming at 0.5 from walls and floors similar to for instance 

Hopkins. Due to the discrete grid spacing it implies grid points starting at 0.5 – 0.6 m from the 

walls and a grid array within 0.525 – 1.35 m in height. The average and six sample average, 95% 

CI, with maximum corner level according to formula [1] are shown in Figure 8. Yoo et al 

showed that the Japanese and Korean standards for the impact ball have low deviation errors 

compared to the room average. Here is the sampling similar to the Japanese standard JIS 1440-2 

which was tested, by using samples in the middle of the room and half way to the corner at 

various (all) heights. The standard is here not fully adapted since the excitation is fixed violating 

the requirement of different excitation positions. The five sample average, CI 95%, and the 

deviation errors for the populations are plotted in Figure 8. 

 

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The signal quality and repeatability are good for the impact ball within the low frequency 

range. From 10 – 100 Hz the CI 95% is below 1 dB for 1/3 octaves. This indicates good signal to 

noise ratio for impact ball excitations for the measured objects. The decrease in the confidence 

interval within the high frequency of the impact ball measurement data is likely due to less 

excitation force within the high frequencies.  

 

  

Figure 8. The left figure is showing the deviation from room average according to Equation 1 for 

6 room samples. The right figure is showing the correspondig sampling population according to 

JIS 1440-2 sample locations, 5 sample average. 

In the range higher than 100 – 200 Hz the impact ball gradually loses signal to noise ratio 

quality. The decrease of CI 95% in low frequencies, below 10 Hz, might be due to that the 

microphones are not made for measurement in that range.  

The total average CI 95% between the 1/3 octave bands with center frequencies at 16 Hz 

and 250 Hz are 11.9 dB and 12.9 dB respectively for M and N. The spatial differences in LZF,Max 

are wide in low frequencies. The spatial parameter that affects the results most here is where in 
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the vertical direction the samples are taken. Around 1.2 m above the floor is the intersection 

surface having an average value that is the same as for the entire room which is valid for both 

rooms. The results have similarities to the results by Hopkins
7
. He observed that the wall corners 

opposing to the separating wall, when measuring sound insulation in low frequencies, gave the 

highest values. Here also the highest values are observed in the floor corner opposing to the 

separating ceiling. 

When looking for simplified field measurement values, it seems as a number of samples in 

the range of 1.0-1.5 m of height would be representative in the office rooms measured (the height 

of 1.2 m would be close to where a sitting person would have the head in an office room). 

However  due to the risk of having nodal points in the same height level, it seems, as Yoo
8
 et al, 

showed, that the Japanese and Korean standard for average sampling would give better values 

compared to a room average. The Simmons’ sampling method for precision measurements, offer 

narrow CI 95% range for low frequency measurements of average values. In this measurement 

the deviation error was slightly on plus side compared to the room average, while the JIS 1440-2 

inspired sampling gave a slightly negative estimation. By taking the average from the four corner 

positions at the floor (0.5 m from walls and floor) and increasing the sampling height for the 

room average values to the range 0.8 – 1.9 m above floor, the value according to Equation (1), 

gives a deviation to the room average value of 0.0 dB for the M measurements and 0.2 dB 

average for the N measurements. The CI 95% increases here 0.3 dB (average 8 – 500 Hz, 

octaves, five averages) with this modification. 

Since the spatial variation is significant, it might be valuable to have the maximum values as 

benchmark values by themself. The maximum values are in all measurements found, in one of 

the floor corners. In small bedrooms of similar design, these corner values would be of more 

interest than the average values. This is since at sleeping, the head tend to be close to a wall and 

a corner and mostly rather low in the room. The distance approximately 0.5 m from the walls and 

floor as suggested by Hopkins and Simmons would probably be suitable field sampling points 

for corners. It would also correspond to what a sleeping person might be exposed to in similar 

rooms.  
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